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ABSTRACT
Network management often relies on machine learning to make
predictions about performance and security from network traffic.
Often, the representation of the traffic is as important as the choice
of the model. The features that the model relies on, and the repre-
sentation of those features, ultimately determine model accuracy,
as well as where and whether the model can be deployed in practice.
Thus, the design and evaluation of these models ultimately requires
understanding not only model accuracy but also the systems costs
associated with deploying the model in an operational network.
Towards this goal, this paper develops a new framework and system
that enables a joint evaluation of both the conventional notions
of machine learning performance (e.g., model accuracy) and the
systems-level costs of different representations of network traf-
fic. We highlight these two dimensions for two practical network
management tasks, video streaming quality inference and malware
detection, to demonstrate the importance of exploring different
representations to find the appropriate operating point. We demon-
strate the benefit of exploring a range of representations of network
traffic and present Traffic Refinery, a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion that both monitors network traffic at 10 Gbps and transforms
traffic in real time to produce a variety of feature representations
for machine learning. Traffic Refinery both highlights this design
space and makes it possible to explore different representations for
learning, balancing systems costs related to feature extraction and
model training against model accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION.
Network management tasks commonly rely on the ability to clas-
sify traffic by type or identify important events of interest from
measured network traffic. Over the past 15 years, machine learning
models have become increasingly integral to these tasks [2, 3, 5].
Training a machine learning model from network traffic typically
involves extracting a set of features that achieve good model per-
formance, a process that requires domain knowledge to know the
features that are most relevant to prediction, as well as how to
transform those features in ways that result in separation of classes
in the underlying dataset. The typical process begins with data (e.g.,
a raw traffic trace, summary statistics produced by a measurement
system); features are then derived from this underlying data. The
collection of features and derived statistics is often referred to as the
data representation that is used as input to the model. Even for cases
where the model itself learns the best representation based on its
input (e.g., representation learning or deep learning), the designer
of the algorithm must still determine the initial representation of
the data that is provided to model.

Unfortunately, with existing network traffic measurement sys-
tems, the first three steps of this process—collection, cleaning, and
feature engineering—are often out of the pipeline designer’s con-
trol. To date, most network management tasks that rely on machine
learning from network traffic have assumed the data to be fixed
or given, typically because decisions about measuring, sampling,
aggregating, and storing network traffic data are made based on the
capabilities (and constraints) of current standards and hardware
capabilities (e.g., IPFIX/NetFlow). As a result, a model might be
trained with a sampled packet trace or aggregate statistics about
network traffic—not necessarily because that data representation
would result in an efficient model with good overall performance,
but rather because the decision about data collection was made
well before any modeling or prediction problems were considered.

A central premise of the work in this paper is motivating the
need for additional flexibility and awareness in the first three steps
of this pipeline for network management tasks that rely on traffic
measurements. On the surface, raw packet traces would seem to be
an appealing starting point: Any network operator or researcher
knows full well that raw packet traces offer maximum flexibility
to explore transformations and representations that result in the
best model performance. Yet, unfortunately, capturing raw packet
traces often proves to be impractical. In large networks, raw packet
traces produce massive amounts of data introducing storage and
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bandwidth requirements that are often prohibitive. Limiting the du-
ration of a pcap collection (e.g., collecting one day’s worth of traces)
can reduce data storage requirements, but might negatively affect
the accuracy of the produced models as the limited capture may
not represent network conditions at other times. Conversely, pcaps
collected in a controlled laboratory environment might produce
models not directly applicable in practice because operational net-
works include other traffic characteristics that are hard to capture
in a lab environment. Due to these reasons, experiments (and much
past work) that demonstrate a model’s accuracy turn out to be
non-viable in practice because the systems costs of deploying and
maintaining the model are prohibitive. An operator may ultimately
need to explore costs across state, processing, storage, and latency
to understand whether a given pipeline can work in its network.

Evaluation of a machine learning model for network manage-
ment tasks must also consider the operational costs of deploying
that model in practice. Such an evaluation requires exploring not
only how data representation and models affect model accuracy,
but also the systems costs associated with different representations.
Sculley et al. refer to these considerations as “technical debt” [4]
and identified a number of hidden costs that contribute to build-
ing the technical debt of ML-systems, such as: unstable sources
of data, underutilized data, use of generic packages, among oth-
ers. This problem is vast and complex, and this paper does not
explore all dimensions of this problem. For example, we do not
investigate practical considerations such as model training time,
model drift, the energy cost of training, model size, and many other
practical considerations. In this regard, this paper scratches the
surface of systemization costs that applies to machine learning on
network traffic, which we believe deserves more consideration be-
fore machine learning can be more widely deployed in operational
networks.

2 CONTRIBUTIONS.
To lay the groundwork for more research that considers these costs,
we develop and publicly release a systematic approach to explore
the relationship between different data representations for network
traffic and (1) the resulting model performance as well as (2) their
associated costs. We present Traffic Refinery, a proof-of-concept
reference system implementation designed to explore network data
representations and evaluate the systems-related costs of these rep-
resentations. To facilitate exploration, Traffic Refinery implements
a processing pipeline that performs passive traffic monitoring and
in-network feature transformations at traffic rates of up to 10 Gbps
in software. The pipeline supports capture and real-time trans-
formation into a variety of common feature representations for
network traffic; we have designed and exposed an API so that Traf-
fic Refinery can be extended to define new representations, as well.
In addition to facilitating the transformations themselves, Traffic
Refinery performs profiling to quantify system costs, such as state
and compute, for each transformation, to allow researchers and
operators to evaluate not only the accuracy of a given model but
the associated systems costs of the resulting representation.

We use Traffic Refinery to demonstrate the value of jointly ex-
ploring data representations for modeling and their associated costs
for two supervised learning problems in networking: video quality

inference from encrypted traffic and malware detection. We study
two questions:
• How does the cost of feature representation vary with network
speeds? We use Traffic Refinery to evaluate the cost of perform-
ing different transformations on traffic in real-time in deployed
networks across three cost metrics that directly affect the abil-
ity to collect features from network traffic: in-use memory (i.e.,
state), per packet processing (i.e., compute), and data volume
generated (i.e., storage). We show that for the video quality
inference models, state and storage requirements out-pace pro-
cessing requirements as traffic rates increase. Conversely, pro-
cessing and storage costs dominate the systems costs for the
malware detection. These results suggest that fine-grained cost
analysis can lead to different choices for traffic representation
depending on different model performance requirements and
network environments.

• Can systems costs be reduced without affecting model accuracy?
We show that different data transformations allow systems de-
signers to make meaningful decisions involving systems costs
and model performance. For example, we find that state require-
ments can be significantly reduced for both problems without
affecting model performance, providing important opportuni-
ties for in-network reduction and aggregation.

3 CONCLUSIONS.
While it is well-known that in general different data representations
can both affect model accuracy and introduce variable systems
costs, network research has left this area relatively under-explored.
Our investigation both constitutes an important re-assessment of
previous results and lays the groundwork for new directions in
applying machine learning to network traffic modeling and pre-
diction problems. From a scientific perspective, our work explores
the robustness of previously published results. From a deployment
standpoint, our results also speak to systems-level deployment con-
siderations, and how those considerations might ultimately affect
these models in practice, something that has been often overlooked
in previous work. Looking ahead, we believe that incorporating
these types of deployment costs as a primary model evaluation
metric should act as a rubric for evaluating models that rely on
machine learning for prediction and inference from network traffic.
We release the source code of Traffic Refinery [1] as a reference
design so that others can build upon it.
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